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Environmental DNA 

• First reference in 1987 

• Microbiology: from 2000 

• Plants and animals: from 2003 

• Environmental DNA: DNA that can be extracted 

from environmental samples (such as soil, water, 

or air), without first isolating any target organisms  

• Complex mixture of genomic DNA from many 
different organisms, possibly degraded 

• Contains intracellular and extracellular DNA  



Overview of the emergence of 

eDNA studies  



The main steps of an 

eDNA study, showing 

the three possible 

approaches: single-

species identification, 

metabarcoding, and 

metagenomics  



DNA metabarcoding 



metabarcoding 
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The metabarcoding approach: 
bioinformatics, field, bench, bioinformatics 

• In silico analysis: design and test the most 

efficient metabarcodes for the target group 

• Sampling in the field to obtain a DNA extract 

representative of the local biodiversity  

• DNA amplification and sequencing 

• Sequence analysis and taxa identification 

– OBITools (metabarcoding.org/obitools) 

– Problem of amplification/sequencing errors 
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Sampling difficulties 

• An appropriate sampling design is 

crucial for the success of any ecological 

study 

• The samples must be representative of 

the ecosystem under study 

• Requirement for biological replicates 



Amplification/Sequencing errors 

• Always more MOTUs than true species 

• α diversity difficult to estimate via DNA 

metabarcoding 

• Reliable estimates of β diversity 

• It is possible to deal with errors by 

building a comprehensive reference 

database 
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Is DNA metabarcoding ready 

for monitoring? 

• The experimental protocol must be standardized 

from the sampling to the sequence analysis 

• Two solutions for coping with errors 

– Comprehensive database for the target taxonomic 

group 

– Large set of reference localities (taxonomy-free 

approach) 

• Difficulty at the moment for choosing the 

appropriate metabarcode (COI vs other 

markers) 
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